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Subtle Design | Powerful Results

The Aluria Cove Lighting System from Green Oxen is a powerful and simple-to-install The Aluria Cove Lighting System from Green Oxen is a powerful and simple-to-install The Aluria Cove Lighting System from Green Oxen is a powerful and simple-to-install 
solution for energy-saving lighting in offices, homes, businesses and hotels. The design solution for energy-saving lighting in offices, homes, businesses and hotels. The design solution for energy-saving lighting in offices, homes, businesses and hotels. The design 
creates a hidden aesthetic that is modern and casts a sophisticated reflective light that creates a hidden aesthetic that is modern and casts a sophisticated reflective light that creates a hidden aesthetic that is modern and casts a sophisticated reflective light that 
is soft, intimate, yet ubiquitous. Each fixture is custom built to fit any wall in any room. is soft, intimate, yet ubiquitous. Each fixture is custom built to fit any wall in any room. is soft, intimate, yet ubiquitous. Each fixture is custom built to fit any wall in any room. is soft, intimate, yet ubiquitous. Each fixture is custom built to fit any wall in any room. is soft, intimate, yet ubiquitous. Each fixture is custom built to fit any wall in any room. 
The industrial aluminum construction ensures a sturdy, seamless mount that disappears The industrial aluminum construction ensures a sturdy, seamless mount that disappears The industrial aluminum construction ensures a sturdy, seamless mount that disappears The industrial aluminum construction ensures a sturdy, seamless mount that disappears The industrial aluminum construction ensures a sturdy, seamless mount that disappears 
behind any room’s accents.  behind any room’s accents.  behind any room’s accents.  behind any room’s accents.  behind any room’s accents.  behind any room’s accents.  

The fixture comes with a 
full line of accessories and 
mounting hardware. The light 
source can be LED, T5 or T8 
fluorescent bulbs to best suit 
the room’s needs. 

Whether you have new 
construction or you are 
looking to retrofit, please call 
Green Oxen today to discuss 
your lighting needs and to 
hear how Aluria is the perfect 
solution for modern, easily-
controlled, intelligent lighting.  
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Mounting

Mounting the Aluria Cove 
Lighting System is easy and 
can be done in either of three 
ways. It can be mounted with 
the tab on the bottom caulked 
to the wall, taped and floated 
with drywall compound, or the 
extrusion can be mounted and 
a wall tile can be installed over 
the tab. Both methods provide 
a seamless adhesion to the wall 
that is sturdy and graceful.
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Accessories 

1800 NW 69th Avenue | Plantati on, Florida 33313

Terms & Conditions: Pricing does not include tax & shipping. All lengths shorter than 20’ must have at 
least one cut. 20’ extrusions have approximately 1” at each end unusable due to anodize process. 

For measuring instructions and more information please visit:
www.GreenOxen.com

Cuts
Right Angle #65908
Mitered #65909

End Cap
#65936

Straight: #65933

GreenOxen.com

Right Angle-

-Mitered

1800 NW 69th Avenue | Plantati on, Florida 33313

Mounting Bracket Kit
#65932

90° Mitered: #65934                     Off Angle: #65935

Mounting hardware included for all kits

Profile

The Aluria Cove Lighting System
is sold by the inch. 
The max for one unit is 20 feet.

Accessories
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is sold by the inch. 
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